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The Utah Code is filled with laws that apply only to Counties of the first class.  In large part, this is due to a pattern set by Salt 
Lake County to allow urban development in unincorporated areas and its need to provide “municipal” services to widespread 
pockets of development.  Most counties followed another path and required that urban development occur within cities. In 
those counties, there are no county-provided municipal services, no townships, few special service districts and no competition 
between cities and the county for economic development dollars.   
 
In coordination with core elected and appointed ULCT advisors, ULCT staff has worked, and will continue to work diligently 
with County staff to explore solutions to issues identified below.  Our concern is that SB199S1 will have consequences within 
and beyond Salt Lake County, of which the entire membership should be aware. 
 
1. Title 10:  Senator Mayne proposes that metro townships be considered “quasi-cities” and SB199S1 would codify metro 
townships in Title 10.  As such, the success or failure of metro townships may become a “cities” problem.  Because Salt Lake 
County’s development patterns are being replicated in Tooele, Summit, Morgan, Wasatch and perhaps other counties, Salt 
Lake County’s choice to make “metro townships” a city problem will have ripple effects. SB199S1 revises 101 sections of Title 
10.  Many revisions to Title 10 affect all cities and towns, even though the bill is intended to affect only Salt Lake County. 
(Lines 336a-h; 1078, 2412) ULCT staff, in coordination with several elected and appointed officials, has rapidly evaluated a 
large (225 page) moving target that will continue to change throughout the last days of the session.  It is difficult to provide 
accurate and comprehensive advice to this body regarding each of the potential consequences of this legislation.  
 
2. Dual Role:  Although the placement in Title 10 suggests that the metro townships are independent cities, they will in fact 
remain largely under county control. (Lines 2840, 2961, 3262, 3334, 3376, 3390, 3942) This approach could perpetuate, or 
even exacerbate, a conflict of interest within county government and the circumstances for both actual and perceived 
favoritism that may hamper any county to act as an effective administrator of countywide programs.  Of course, that is the 
current status in Salt Lake County.  While SB199S1 does not fully resolve this problem it does create further separation than 
now exists, but may prevent any permanent separation. A metro township that chooses to join the municipal services district 
will not be allowed to have its own staff.  (Line 3334) It must borrow staff from the municipal services district, or the County. 
(Line 2961) Metro townships will elect a either a 3 or 5-person council, which shall appoint a council chair.  The council chair 
will sit on the board of the municipal services district if the township joins the district.  The County Mayor will chair the 
municipal services district board and will serve as its chief executive officer. (Line 4882) 
 
3. Neither Fish nor Fowl: To the extent this bill would ultimately facilitate the movement of townships into truly 
independent municipalities, we encourage the body’s support.  However, the present language has the potential to solidify a 
form of local government that is neither a city nor an unincorporated area with the potential to become a city.  
 
4. November 2015 Vote:  SB199S1 proposes to put the status of Salt Lake County townships to a vote this November. (Line 
2332) Township residents would decide to incorporate as a city or to incorporate as a “metro-township”.  They will have no 
choice to stay as they are: unincorporated Salt Lake County.  If they choose to incorporate as a metro township, they will vote 
either to join a new municipal services district or to impose a municipal sales tax and provide their own services.  (Line 2395-
2404) 
 
5. Changing Boundaries:  SB199S1 allows for new townships to be formed through May 12 2015.  (Line 2300) It allows for 
Salt Lake County to change the boundaries of any existing township and allows annexation of additional territory into 
existing metro townships. (Line 2484)  SB199S1 envisions significant changes to the boundaries of three of the six County 
townships’ prior to the November vote. 
 
6. Look Back Provision – SB199 creates new political subdivisions and new governmental paradigms.  It is somewhat of an 
experiment in municipal governance.  Should there be a provision that after three years there is a two-year window wherein 
residents of a metro township would be allowed to annex out of the metro township into an adjacent city by following the 
revised provisions of 10-2-418?   
 
 
Questions for LPC members to consider: 
 
1. Should SB199 codify Metro Townships in Title 10 and thereby affirm that metro townships are “quasi-cities” which will remain 

under county control? 
2. Should metro-townships have fixed boundaries that can prevent annexations?  Should there be a look back provision that would allow 

citizens of the metro township to annex into an adjacent city by virtue of a majority vote?  
3. Should SB199 limit the November 2015 vote to existing, known, township boundaries?  
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4. Should SB199S1 designate a neutral entity to provide unbiased information about, and administer the process attendant to, the 
upcoming elections? 


